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About This Game

Drop in to Olliwood and prepare for finger-flippin’ mayhem in this follow up to cult skateboarding smash OlliOlli. The iconic
skater is going all green-screen with a stunning new look, plucking you from the street and dropping you squarely in the middle

of the big screen’s most bodacious cinematic locations.

Revamped Paths and Combos: The sequel boasts all new ramps and epic hills allowing for monster air and multi-route levels.
Further, OlliOlli2’s combo system has been expanded with the joy of manuals, reverts, revert manuals and grind switching

giving you more control and expression than ever before.

Expanded Bag of Tricks: The hallowed ‘Tricktionary’ also expands with new specials including 540 Shove-its, Anti-Casper
Flips and Darkslides.

New Worlds and Levels: Five new worlds, 50 new Amateur and Pro Levels and 250 new Challenges to tear through, along
with the return of the much loved Daily Grind, Spots Mode and RAD Mode.

Local Multiplayer Mode: OlliOlli2 introduces a gnarly new local multiplayer mode – Combo Rush, a split-screen four-player
party mode with four unique game modes.

Legendary Soundtrack: Once again, the crate diggers at Roll7 have scoured the airwaves for a shimmering extended
soundtrack, including, Cid Rim, Lone, Faulty DL, Submerse and Mike Slott.
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OlliOlli2 is a marked improvement over its predecessor. The controls feel noticeably more responsive and the level design is
definitely better. That being said, the level design still isn't amazing. Some levels are great fun to play and others are an exercise
in tedium. A lot of the levels are very cluttered: the foreground and background blend together quite often and you'll have a really
good run going, only to hit one stupid thing you genuinely thought wasn't part of the map.

For me, things like that get annoying really quick. I've never been very into score attack games. Replaying the same level 30 times to
get a higher score generally doesn't appeal to me. Because of that, I personally don't recommend OlliOlli2. But if you're into score
attack games, it isn't the worst purchase you could make.

Oh, I really liked the music too.
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